Movement in living beings, such as locomotion, is the output of the nervous system ([@r1]). It entails not only properly functional body structures but also the neuronal mechanisms giving the output and processing information from various sensory modalities. Locomotion has been studied in detail for decades in a multitude of organisms ranging from simple to complex. A fine control of neuronal activity in a well-orchestrated manner has been shown to be necessary for proper locomotor output. The slightest disruption in this regulation can be highly detrimental to the animal's ability to move its limbs in a coordinated fashion.

In *Drosophila*, negative geotaxis is an intricate part of its locomotor behavior and has been studied for over a century ([@r2]). Climbing assays were used to identify and study molecules involved in fly models of fine motor control ([@r3]), Alzheimer's disease ([@r4]), Parkinson's disease (PD) ([@r5]), aging ([@r6]) and motor function degenerative disorders such as spinal muscle atrophy ([@r7]). Although these studies unveiled a plethora of valuable information, one major aspect which was overlooked was that all these results were based on mechanical stimulation of the flies. For example, most of the common climbing assays employ tapping down of the flies onto the hard glass/polystyrene surface of test tubes ([@r6], [@r8]). This regime of coercing flies to the bottom of the test tubes, although very effective, could induce physical stress and trauma to the flies ([@r9]). Since exposure to physical stress can alter the behavioral output of an animal, assays implementing tapping of flies could miss out on fine locomotor differences, if not the most prominent ones.

In his classical work, Carpenter ([@r2]) studied various combinations of phototaxis and geotaxis in flies. He postulated that light induces locomotion whereas gravity induces directionality in freely moving flies. Positive phototaxis with regard to negative geotaxis has been further studied in the countercurrent assay by the Benzer and other laboratories, with mechanical agitation being an intricate part of these assays ([@r8], [@r10]). Mechanical stimulation could be a deterrent in the accurate measurement of behavior. Carpenter used mechanical stimulation only when flies showed little to no locomotion. Flies show bouts of activity interspersed with nonactive periods, resulting in activity duration of not more than 40% of the total time ([@r11]). Thus, an assay which can measure locomotor activity in flies without any forceful artificial stimulation could be useful in tracking even subtle behavioral differences.

Multiple behavioral assays were developed decades ago to assay negative geotactic behavior of flies, ranging from the simplistic flies in a cylinder ([@r2]) to a countercurrent rapid iterative negative geotaxis assay ([@r8]) and geotaxis maze ([@r12]). However, there has not been any significant advancement in climbing behavior assays since then. Traditionally, fly climbing assays have been manual and labor-intensive where the climbing behavior is scored by keeping track of the flies visually and scoring for a minimum distance climbed in a fixed time duration ([@r10]). Along with being time-consuming, these assays inadvertently introduce inconsistency in the results. A mechanized system with minimal human intervention for measuring the behavior would be ideal for getting robust and consistent behavioral output. Not only could the measuring apparatus be automated but data analysis could also be computerized, thus making the output even more reliable and alleviating the need for countless hours of manually keeping track and timings of the flies. Here we describe "fly vertically rotating arena for locomotion" (fly-VRL), an assay for fly climbing behavior which does not cause mechanical agitation and is automated for behavior and data analysis. We used this fully automated assay to quantitatively characterize climbing behavior at high parametric resolution in wild-type flies as well as in 2 mutant contexts: mutants of genes implicated in the fly PD model and a mutant in proprioceptory structures.

The *parkin*, PINK1, and LRRK genes are some of the most rigorously studied genes in various fly models of PD. Mutations in *parkin* and PINK1 are known to be autosomal-recessive while a mutant LRRK gene is known to cause late-onset autosomal-dominant PD ([@r13], [@r14]). Heterozygous mutations in *parkin* and PINK1 genes are thought to enhance the risk for PD early onset ([@r13]). Here, we use *park*^*25*^/+ flies to test climbing specifically in heterozygous *parkin* mutants and we also test a commonly used experimental control PINK1^RV^ which is a revertant allele for PINK1 mutation ([@r15]). Mutations in LRRK are one of the strongest risk factors in sporadic PD ([@r14]). Studies in flies involving the LRRK gene have looked at behavioral manifestations of the PD phenotype in homozygous condition. We examined the behavior of heterozygous LRRK^ex1^/+ mutants and studied the effect of *park*^*25*^ mutations in transheterozygous state with LRRK^ex1^ mutation. Behavioral phenotypes in these PD fly models were not reported for early-stage adult heterozygous flies and using our newly developed assay we observed significant differences in behavioral phenotypes in these fly models of PD at early adult stage in their life cycle.

Further, to test the sensitivity of this assay to reveal subtle changes in climbing abilities of the flies, we studied the climbing locomotor behavior of a proprioceptory mutant, *Trp-γ*^*1*^. Trp-γ is a TRPC channel which is known to be expressed in mechanosensory neurons of thoracic bristles and the femoral chordotonal organ. The *Trp-γ*^*1*^ mutant has defects in fine motor control but otherwise no major locomotor defects ([@r3]). We identified aberrant geotactic behavior in *Trp-γ*^*1*^ mutants, thereby opening up a finer assay for geotaxis and its genetic basis in flies.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Fly Culturing. {#s2}
--------------

Flies were grown at 23 °C with a 12-h/12-h light/dark cycle. One-day-old flies were collected and both-sex cohorts were maintained on standard corn meal agar vials for the assay. Climbing behavior was performed on 3- to 5-d-old flies. *Canton-S* (CS) flies were used as wild type. CS, w^1118^;;, PINK1^RV^;;, w^1118^;;Trp-γ^1^, and w\*;;LRRK^ex1^/TM6b,Tb flies were obtained from Bloomington *Drosophila* Stock Center. w^−^;;*park*^*25*^/TM3-Ser flies are used as described already ([@r16]). Males from w^−^;;*park*^*25*^/TM3-Ser and w\*;;LRRK^ex1^/TM6b,TB were crossed with virgin females of w^1118^;; to generate w^1118^;;*park*^*25*^/+ and w\*;;LRRK^ex1^/+ flies, respectively. Transheterozygote flies of genotype w\*;;LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ were obtained by crossing males of w\*;;LRRK^ex1^/TM6B,Tb with virgin females from w^−^;;*park*^*25*^/TM3-Ser.

Climbing Setup. {#s3}
---------------

The behavior cassette ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) design is modified from a previously published design ([@r17]) and was custom-built with 3 sections, top, middle, and bottom, which were held together with 4 screws. The top and middle section were fabricated using transparent acrylic sheet of 3-mm thickness. A 6-mm-diameter circular hole was drilled in the top section for introducing flies into the cassette. The middle section contained a 110- × 10- × 3-mm (length × breadth × height) slot which was used as climbing arena for the flies. The bottom section was made of translucent white acrylic sheet to act as a diffuser for the background light for uniform illumination.

![Fly climbing setup. (*A*) Actual image of the fly climbing experimental setup consisting of a climbing cassette (*1*), camera (*2*), cassette rotating mechanism (*3*), and an ultraviolet LED light. (*B*) Schematic of the behavior cassette in which 1 depicts the hole from where the experimental fly is introduced into the climbing arena. (*C*) Top view of a wild-type CS male *Drosophila* during one of the recorded climbings. (*C*′) Representative segmentation of the same fly in the same video frame, with the orange oval representing the automatically detected body contour and green line depicting fly body length. (*D*) Raw frame of a fly climbing up in the arena, superimposed with its track after post hoc calculation by FlyConTra software. The green-to-red color map indicates the position of the fly during the track, with green and red indicating the start and end position of the fly, respectively. Numbers in yellow represent the frame number with respect to the position of the fly in the track, detected by FlyConTra, at that particular time point ([Movie S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).](pnas.1807456116fig01){#fig01}

### Backlight: {#s4}

The behavior cassette was uniformly illuminated from the back using a custom-built infrared (IR) light source. The IR light source was built using 8 IR light-emitting diodes (LEDs) (SFH4550; Osram) connected in series and powered by a standard 15-V switch-mode power supply using current controlled circuit. A custom-built light guide panel system was used to provide uniform illumination to the climbing arena.

### Vertical rotation mechanism: {#s5}

The climbing behavior setup is based on the vertical rotation of the behavior cassette. An Arduino controlled servo motor (S3003; Futaba)-based mechanism was implemented for vertical rotation (in one plane) of the behavior cassette. The servo rotates at 180 rpm with a stationary period of 15 s per 180° of rotation. The rotation speed of the arena is extremely slow as compared to a fly's turning speed ([@r18]). The backlight and the behavior cassette are mounted on the servo motor using a retractable 50- × 35-mm custom-made clamp. The retractable clamp provides the ability to quickly disengage the cassette from the rotation mechanism for changing.

Arena Details. {#s6}
--------------

A sliding mechanism in the behavior cassette allows the fly entry slot to be superimposed on the climbing arena. A single fly is gently tapped into the climbing arena from the fly vial without anesthesia. Further, the behavior cassette is clamped to the servo to allow vertical rotation of the cassette. The assay is started soon after the fly's entry into the arena.

Image Capturing. {#s7}
----------------

Fly behavior is captured at 250FPS using a Pointgrey camera (13Y3M) with a Canon 18--55ES lens at 55-μm-per-pixel resolution. The lens aperture is maximized to increase light capture. The depth of field of the lens assembly allows capturing good-resolution images of a fly climbing on either the top or bottom section of the arena. A constant area of the arena, 70 × 10 mm, was imaged, which enabled analysis of the climbing behavior at high spatiotemporal resolution.

FlyConTra Software. {#s8}
-------------------

### Data capturing. {#s9}

Imaging is done using a custom FlyConTra (Fly Contour-based Tracker) program, written in Python, which employs motion detection for image capturing. Image capturing is started immediately after the cassette is clamped on to the rotation assembly. Motion detection in FlyConTra initiates image capturing if there is any movement, within the defined thresholds, in the arena being filmed. Algorithms deployed in FlyConTra help in capturing images only when the fly is moving in a stationary arena, thus minimizing the amount of data captured. Image analysis for fly climbing behavior is done by FlyConTra post hoc.

### Image analysis. {#s10}

FlyConTra detects the fly based on its shape and contrast with the background, similar to a method described by Branson et al. ([@r19]), but written in open source Python. Parameters defining the body shape and contrast can be adjusted in the software for rough approximation of fly shape. FlyConTra calculates the exact fly shape parameters for each fly by analyzing the dataset of that fly. The fly is detected in each frame and the coordinates of its position in sequential frames are saved in a corresponding file. This positional information is then used to calculate the further climbing parameters such as average speed, number of tracks, distance traveled, and various other parameters.

Parameters Calculated. {#s11}
----------------------

We used fly track as a basic unit to measure locomotion of flies in the arena. A track is defined as the path treaded by a fly when it moves continuously for a distance greater than one body length unit (BLU) without stopping for more than one-fifth of a second at a time. For example, if a fly with BLU ∼ 2.53 mm moves a distance of 15 mm, but stops for 0.3 s after moving 9 mm, FlyConTra would calculate that as 2 tracks. The following parameters of fly locomotion were calculated from the data captured from various flies of a given strain.

### Total number of tracks. {#s12}

Total number of tracks of a genotype in a given time duration is the mean of number of tracks climbed by each fly of that genotype.

### Total distance traveled. {#s13}

Distance traveled by a fly is equal to the sum of all track lengths in BLUs in a given time duration. For a genotype, total distance traveled in a given time is calculated as the mean of total distance traveled by each fly of that genotype.

### Track duration. {#s14}

Duration of a track is the median of the duration, in seconds of each track, once the fly initiates movement. For a genotype, the duration of tracks, in a given time, is calculated by taking the mean of median track duration of each fly of that genotype.

### Average speed. {#s15}

For each track, the speed of the fly is calculated as the average instantaneous speed for that track. Further, the mean speed of a fly is given by the mean of speeds for all tracks. Finally, for a genotype, average speed is calculated as the mean of mean speed of each fly.

### Average track straightness. {#s16}

The track straightness is the coefficient of determination, r^2^ value, of the linear regression model of the fly position in a track. For a genotype, the average track straightness is calculated as the mean of coefficient of determination of all tracks of a fly.

### Geotactic index. {#s17}

The geotactic index (GTI) is the measure of a fly's ability to sense and act apropos of gravity. Each track in which the fly moves against gravity (from the bottom toward the top of the arena) is scored −1. Similarly, each track where a fly moves along gravity (from the top to bottom of the arena) is scored +1. Tracks where the fly does not show any vertical displacement above given threshold, are scored zero (0). GTI is calculated as$$\text{Geotactic\ index} = {\left( {\Sigma T_{\text{up}} + \Sigma T_{\text{down}}} \right)/\left( {\Sigma T_{\text{up}} - \Sigma T_{\text{down}} + \Sigma T_{\text{None}}} \right)},$$

where $\Sigma$T~up~ is total score of all tracks against gravity, $\Sigma$T~down~ is total score of all tracks along gravity, and $\Sigma$T~None~ is total score of tracks without any vertical displacement.

Gait Analysis. {#s18}
--------------

The lens was adjusted for 27.5-μm-per-pixel resolution and video was captured at 250 frames per second (FPS). A constant area, 35 × 10 mm, of the arena was imaged for measuring gait pattern of the flies. Parts of the tracks with straight runs were sorted. Leg tips were detected using a modified version of the previously published rat-tail algorithm ([@r20]) following which the gait pattern was calculated. Briefly, the images of a straight run of a fly were manually selected, followed by background subtraction. Next, the fly contour was detected using binary thresholding and a body-centric stack was generated. Further, the fly body contour was detected by first eroding the thresholded fly contour 2 times, then dilating the leftover contour twice. Finally, leg contours were obtained by subtracting the fly body contour from the whole fly contour. Leg tips were calculated as the point farthest on the leg contour from the centroid of the fly. Leg tips were further clustered semiautomatically using spectral clustering and then manually assignment of clusters to the individual legs. Missed leg tip detections were calculated by interpolating the previous and the latest detection by a straight path ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Statistical Analyses. {#s19}
---------------------

Statistical analyses of all raw data were done in Python and R. Graphs were plotted using matplotlib library in Python. For comparison between 2 genotypes, unpaired *t* test (for normal distribution) or Mann--Whitney *U* test (for nonnormal distribution) was used. For comparison between more than 2 genotypes, one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post hoc test (for normal distribution) or Kruskal--Wallis test followed by Dunn's post hoc test (for nonnormal distribution) was used. For time series data, longitudinal data analysis, for nonnormal data implemented in the R statistical package *nparLD* ([@r21]) was used, followed by post hoc analysis using the nparcomp package ([@r22]). The multiple contrasts test procedures (MCTP) function used for post hoc analysis from the nparcomp package corrects for familywise type I error rate (FWER). Numerical data are reported as mean ± SEM.

Software and Data Availability. {#s20}
-------------------------------

The latest version of FlyConTra software and raw digitized data from the video files can be downloaded from: <https://gitlab.com/amanaggarwal/fly-vrl>. Readers may contact the authors directly for raw video files.

Results {#s21}
=======

Automated Analysis of Locomotor Climbing Behavior in *Drosophila*. {#s22}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Advances in image capturing and analysis techniques during the last couple of decades have made it possible to obtain detailed quantitative insights into many aspects of fly locomotor behavior. Using digital, high-speed image capturing technology and analysis we developed an automated assay which gives us information on fly climbing behavior with high parametric resolution ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The setup consists of a fly behavior cassette ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) mounted on an automatically rotated cassette holder. The arena, big enough for a fly to move freely (110 × 10 × 3 mm; [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), was carved inside the behavior cassette and mounted on an automated servo motor. The servo ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), controlled electronically, gives flies 15 s per rotation to climb in the arena ([Movie S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). The rotation speed of the arena was not more than 60° per second, much less than a fly's turning speed ([@r18]). The arena was uniformly backlit via IR light, enabling imaging of freely moving flies in a well-illuminated space. An ultraviolet LED was placed toward the top of the cassette ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Single fly behavior was recorded for at least 5 min for multiple rotations per fly via imaging and analyzed by tracking the fly in the images ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The fly was detected on the basis of its body's elliptical shape along with contrast from the background using custom-developed FlyConTra software ([Fig. 1*C*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Fly track, the basic unit to define the locomotor behavior of the flies, is defined as the path treaded by the fly when it moves more than one body length continuously without stopping for more than 0.2 s at a time ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [Movie S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Fly locomotor parameters were calculated from the tracks recorded. Fly behavior parameters were analyzed on a per-minute basis as well as for a total of 5 min to assess the fly activity bouts, which also depend upon the time spent in a new arena ([@r11]). Time series analysis of locomotion parameters enable us to compare fly behavior as the fly starts to acclimatize in the arena.

Locomotion Parameters of Climbing Wild-Type Flies. {#s23}
--------------------------------------------------

In order to validate our automated image capturing and analysis setup of a fly in the climbing arena and establish locomotor baseline parameters for further studies with mutants, we first determined the locomotion parameters of climbing wild-type flies. In this validation study the following climbing parameters were characterized: number of tracks, average track duration, total distance traveled, average speed, and path straightness.

### Number of tracks. {#s24}

The number of tracks climbed by flies is the direct measure of locomotor behavior. To estimate the motivation to climb, the total number of tracks were quantified for each fly. Climbing for 38 CS flies was measured. The behavior cassette rotates at 3.33 rpm, a total of around 17 times in 5 min ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). CS flies climbed 3.97 ± 0.18 tracks (mean ± SEM) in the first minute and gradually slowed down to a minimum of 3.23 ± 0.13 tracks per minute in the fourth minute ([Fig. 2*A*′](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). The slight but significant decrease in locomotion could be attributed to the fly's acclimatization to the arena. Overall, wild-type flies walked for 18.32 ± 0.44 tracks in the first 5 min after they were introduced in the climbing arena ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). The average number of tracks climbed by the wild-type flies is comparable to the number of time the behavior cassette rotates. This result shows that CS flies climb for approximately one track with every rotation of the cassette.

![Quantification of general climbing parameters of CS flies. (*A*) Average number of tracks. (*B*) Average duration of track. (*C*) Total distance. (*D*) Average speed of the fly in climbing. (*E*) Average path straightness for the paths climbed by the fly, represented by open and closed circles for males and females, respectively. (*A*′--*E*′) Time series analysis of each parameter in *A*--E, respectively. CS flies on an average climbed 18.32 ± 0.44 tracks (*A*) with mean track duration of 3.41 ± 0.28 s (*B*) and covered a total distance of 363.99 ± 9.04 BLUs (*C*) with an average speed of 6.22 ± 0.38 BLUs per s (*D*). The average path straightness was 0.94 ± 0.01 (*E*). The values on per-minute analysis did not change much with increase in time spent in the assay ([Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). CS: *n* \> 15 for both males and females. The colored area represents the range of full datasets, with mean represented as the orange line and median represented by the green line. Width of the colored plot indicates of the density of data points. The box inside the colored area corresponds to the data within *q1* and *q3*; the extended dotted line represents the data within (*q1* − 1.5 × IQR): (*q3* + 1.5 × IQR) range, where *q*1 and *q*3 are the first and third quartile, respectively; IQR: *q*3--*q*1 is the interquartile range.](pnas.1807456116fig02){#fig02}

### Duration of track. {#s25}

Once a fly initiated climbing, the duration of the track was measured. This is a measure of the fly's ability to sustain climbing. In the first minute, mean track duration for wild-type flies was 3.55 ± 0.33 s, which did not vary significantly even after the fly spent more time in the arena ([Fig. 2*B*′](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Overall, wild-type flies spent 3.41 ± 0.28 s per track ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). The mean track duration for wild-type flies never exceeded 10 s, suggesting that 15 s is sufficient for a fly to climb in the arena.

### Total distance traveled. {#s26}

Next, we determined the overall locomotor ability of a fly, by calculating total distance traveled by the fly. Using BLU as the basic unit for distance measurements, total distance traveled for each fly was normalized to the body length. In the first minute of introduction of the fly into the arena, CS flies traveled 77.85 ± 4.48 BLUs, which did not vary much with the amount of time spent by the fly in the arena ([Fig. 2*C*′](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). In 5 min, on an average a fly walked a total distance of 363.99 ± 9.04 BLUs ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).

### Average speed. {#s27}

Instantaneous speed of the fly was determined by measuring the distance traveled by the fly between 2 consecutive frames. Subsequently, mean speed of a fly in one track was taken as the mean of instantaneous speeds of that track. For one fly, average speed was calculated by taking the mean speed from the speed of each track of that fly. Further, for a given genotype, the average speed was calculated by taking mean of the mean speed from each fly. For the first minute, CS flies moved with a speed of 6.19 ± 0.60 BLUs per s and moved with the similar speeds beyond first minute into the arena ([Fig. 2*D*′](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Overall, the mean speed of CS flies over 5 min was found to be 6.22 ± 0.38 BLUs per s ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).

### Track straightness. {#s28}

Finally, we calculated the straightness of the path traversed by the fly which is a measure of gross motor control and body orientation. Track straightness is calculated by drawing a regression model of the track and calculating the coefficient of determination, r^2^, for that regression model. The value of r^2^ indicates the track straightness; a higher r^2^ value correlates to a straighter track. Average track straightness of a fly is calculated by taking the mean r^2^ for all paths traversed by that fly. For wild-type flies, average track straightness for the first minute into the assay was 0.93 ± 0.02 and was similar for tracks climbed by the fly in the later minutes ([Fig. 2*E*′](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). The average track straightness for all of the paths climbed by the fly in 5 min was 0.94 ± 0.01 ([Fig. 2*E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).

### Sexually dimorphic climbing behavior parameters. {#s29}

Locomotor differences within the population, based on the sex of the flies, were also characterized for the climbing parameters (males and females represented as open and closed circles, respectively, in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Although the number of tracks for wild-type females were slightly lower than for the wild-type males (17.69 ± 0.83, 18.77 ± 0.45, *P* = 0.02, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), the average track duration of females was significantly higher than of males (4.58 ± 0.49, 2.56 ± 0.17, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The total distance covered by female wild-type flies was similar to males (344.05 ± 8.88 BLUs, 378.50 ± 13.56 BLUs, *P* = 0.059, unpaired *t* test; [Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)), but the average speed of females was significantly lower than males (4.29 ± 0.35 BLUs per s, 7.62 ± 0.38 BLUs per s, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The path straightness of females was similar to that of males (0.94 ± 0.03, 0.93 ± 0.01, *P* = 0.07, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 2*E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Finally, per-minute analysis reveals that females consistently have higher track duration and lower average speed as compared to wild-type males ([Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). These data suggest that inherently climbing in female wild-type flies is slower than male wild-type flies but are similar for various other climbing parameters characterized.

Locomotion Parameters of Climbing w^1118^ Flies (White-Eyed Flies). {#s30}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we compared the locomotion parameters of climbing wild-type CS flies to those of w^1118^ flies. White-eyed, w^1118^, flies represent one of the most common genetic backgrounds for mutants and transgenic studies. Moreover, since they provide the genetic background for the mutants characterized below, they serve as controls for these mutants.

These control, w^1118^ flies showed a similar number of tracks as compared to the CS flies in total 5 min (18.32 ± 0.44, 16.46 ± 0.91, *P* = 0.17, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and time series analysis also did not show any significant differences ([Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*A*′](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). The average track duration of w^1118^ flies was found to be significantly higher as compared to CS flies in total 5 min (4.24 ± 0.27 s, 3.41 ± 0.28 s, *P* = 0.003, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)), although per-minute analysis revealed the difference in track duration to be different only in first 3 min ([Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*B*′](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Both w^1118^ and CS flies traveled similar amount of distance in total 5 min (371.42 ± 22.45 BLUs, 363.99 ± 9.04 BLUs, *P* = 0.76, unpaired *t* test; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*C*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and per-minute behavior ([Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*C*′](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Average speed of w^1118^ flies, as compared to CS flies was less in overall 5 min behavior (4.86 ± 0.23 BLUs per s, 6.22 ± 0.38 BLUs per s, *P* = 0.001, unpaired *t* test; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*D*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)), as well as in per-minute behavior ([Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*D*′](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Finally, the track straightness of w^1118^, as compared to the CS flies, was low (0.85 ± 0.01, 0.94 ± 0.01, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*E*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and per-minute analysis indicate that the track straightness in w^1118^ flies remains lower than the CS flies at every minute ([Dataset S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*E*′](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).

The data showed significant differences in track duration, average speed, and path straightness for CS wild-type flies and w^1118^ flies, thus emphasizing the role of genetic background in determining the behavior of different transgenic flies.

Locomotor Parameters of Heterozygous Mutants in Genes Implicated in the Fly PD Model. {#s31}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although current assays for locomotor behavior in *Drosophila* measure climbing parameters reasonably well ([@r8], [@r10]), it is possible that detection of more subtle changes in climbing behavior might be important to understand the manifestation of locomotor disorders. To investigate this, we next studied the parameters of climbing behavior for several heterozygous mutants in genes implicated in the fly PD model. Climbing behavior parameters of control w^1118^ flies were compared to those of PINK1^RV^, *park*^*25*^/+, LRRK^ex1^/+, and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies for behavioral differences.

First, we compared the PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ flies with the controls. The total number of tracks climbed by both PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ flies were comparable to the controls in total 5 min (15.85 ± 0.85, 19.34 ± 0.96, 17.62 ± 1.08, *P* = 0.24, *P* = 0.27, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and for per-minute data ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*A*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Track duration for PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ flies was also comparable to controls for total 5 min (3.36 ± 0.19 s, 3.61 ± 0.22 s, 3.77 ± 0.19 s, *P* = 0.38, *P* = 0.70, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and for per-minute data ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*B*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Total distance traveled by PINK1^RV^ was slightly less, whereas it was comparable to the controls for *park*^*25*^/+ flies, in 5 min (286.31 ± 23.00 BLUs, 425.43 ± 26.50 BLUs, 387.87 ± 29.06 BLUs, *P* = 0.049, *P* = 0.48, one-way ANOVA; [Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The time-series analysis showed that the total distance traveled by PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ flies was always comparable to the controls. ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*C*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Average speed of PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ flies was again comparable to the controls for total 5 min (4.43 ± 0.37 BLUs per s, 5.32 ± 0.39 BLUs per s, 4.93 ± 0.28 BLUs per s, *P* = 0.07, *P* = 0.67, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and for per-minute data ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*D*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Both PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ did not deviate much from their track, showing track straightness similar to that of the controls for total 5-min data (0.86 ± 0.01, 0.85 ± 0.02, 0.86 ± 0.02, *P* = 0.89, *P* = 0.83, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and for per-minute data ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*E*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![(*A*--*E*) Quantification of various climbing parameters of Parkinson's mutants. In total 5 min, as compared to controls, LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies climbed (*A*) a lesser number of paths (11.88 ± 0.91, 6.71 ± 0.90, 17.62 ± 1.08, *P* = 0.001, *P* \< 0.0001, Kruskal--Wallis test) and (*C*) less distance (176.10 ± 17.90 BLUs, 82.42 ± 10.85 BLUs, 387.87 ± 29.06 BLUs, *P* \< 0.0001, *P* \< 0.0001, Kruskal--Wallis test). Average climbing speed of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was significantly less than controls (2.96 ± 0.27 BLUs per s, 4.94 ± 0.28 BLUs per s, Kruskal--Wallis test). Per-minute analysis revealed that, with respect to controls, LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ show a decreasing trend for all of the parameters with significantly low values after 1 min into the assay ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Climbing parameters of PINK1^RV^ and *park*^*25*^/+ flies always remained similar to the controls ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). w^1118^: *n* \> 12; LRRK^ex1^/+: *n* \> 15; LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^: *n* \> 12; *park*^*25*^/+: *n* \> 15; PINK1^RV^: *n* \> 20 for both males and females). Open and closed circles represent males and females, respectively. (*A*′--*E*′) Time series analysis of each parameter in *A*--*E*, respectively. Figure representation similar to [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}.](pnas.1807456116fig03){#fig03}

Next, we checked the climbing ability LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies. As compared to controls, both LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies climbed a significantly lower number of tracks in total 5 min (11.88 ± 0.91, 6.71 ± 0.90, 17.62 ± 1.08, *P* = 0.001, *P* \< 0.0001, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and per-minute analysis indicated that LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies show a time-dependent sharp decrease in number of tracks climbed ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*A*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Track duration for LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was comparable to the controls in total 5 min (3.18 ± 0.26, 2.92 ± 0.42, 3.77 ± 0.19, *P* = 0.22, *P* = 0.06, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}); however, per-minute analysis showed that track duration of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies decrease soon after the first minute into the assay ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*B*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The total distance traveled by both genotypes in 5 min was significantly less than the controls (176.10 ± 17.90 BLUs, 82.42 ± 10.85 BLUs, 387.87 ± 29.06 BLUs, *P* \< 0.0001, *P* \< 0.0001, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and similarly per-minute analysis showed flies from both genotypes climbing less distance than controls at every minute ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*C*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Again, the average speed of LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was lower in comparison to the controls (4.41 ± 1.00 BLUs per s, 2.96 ± 0.27 BLUs per s, 4.94 ± 0.28 BLUs per s, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The per-minute analysis also showed that the average speed was always lower than the controls for both LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies and decreased consistently for the LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*D*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, track straightness of flies from both genotypes was similar to that of controls in 5 min (0.76 ± 0.03, 0.71 ± 0.04, 0.86 ± 0.02, *P* = 0.03, *P* = 0.009, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and per-minute analysis revealed that the track straightness of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies decreased significantly after 2 min into the assay ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3*D*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, we compared LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ to measure the effect of *park*^*25*^ in LRRK^ex1^ background. As compared to LRRK^ex1^/+, LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ showed decrease in number of tracks (11.88 ± 0.91, 6.72 ± 0.90, *P* = 0.0098, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and in total distance traveled (176.09 ± 17.891, 82.42 ± 10.85, *P* = 0.008, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). However, in per-minute analysis, as compared to LRRK^ex1^/+, LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ showed significant decrease in all parameters for climbing locomotor behavior after 3 min into the assay ([Dataset S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 3 *A*′--*E*′](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, these findings indicate that, relative to controls, flies from genotypes having a mutation in the LRRK gene (i.e., LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^) start showing severe locomotor deficits within a minute of introduction into the arena. The other 2 genotypes, *park*^*25*^/+ and PINK1^RV^, do not show any significant departure from controls. The locomotor defects in LRRK^ex1^/+ seem to be exacerbated in the transheterozygote condition with *park*^*25*^ mutation. However, an understanding of the detailed interaction between mutations in the 2 genes requires further investigation.

Sexual Dimorphism in Climbing Behavior of PD Flies. {#s32}
---------------------------------------------------

Again, comparing data for total 5-min behavior between male and female flies of different PD mutants revealed differences for various climbing parameters. The males of w^1118^ flies, as compared to females of w^1118^, climbed more number of tracks (19.33 ± 1.01, 15.32 ± 1.09, *P* = 0.01, unpaired *t* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with shorter track duration (3.48 ± 0.19 s, 4.72 ± 0.34 s, *P* = 0.001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and traveled more distance (441.22 ± 27.80 BLUs, 340.42 ± 26.86; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with greater speed (5.35 ± 0.26, 4.64 ± 0.32; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). In PINK1^RV^ flies, males climbed more numbers of tracks than females (18.11 ± 1.36, 14.0 ± 0.93, *P* = 0.14, unpaired *t* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with greater distance (363.15 ± 37.79 BLUs, 223.44 ± 20.53 BLUs) and higher speed (5.17 ± 0.49 BLUs per s, 3.83 ± 0.51 BLUs per s). Males of *park*^*25*^/+ showed greater climbing speed as compared to females (5.78 ± 0.57 BLUs per s, 4.87 ± 0.51 BLUs per s, *P* = 0.009, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). In LRRK^ex1^/+ flies, males climbed a smaller number of tracks as compared to females (9.75 ± 1.47, 13.78 ± 0.93, *P* = 0.024, unpaired *t* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) while showing greater track straightness than females (0.81 ± 0.03, 0.72 ± 0.04, *P* = 0.047, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Finally, in LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies, as compared to females males climbed a smaller number of tracks (3.46 ± 0.70, 8.95 ± 1.20, *P* = 0.002, unpaired *t* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)).

These data suggested that the differences in various parameters of climbing behavior of males and females in PD mutants is still there despite the mutations in various genes related to PD.

Gait Pattern of Heterozygous Mutants in Genes Implicated in the Fly PD Model. {#s33}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate the differences in locomotor behavior, gait pattern of the flies showing significant deviations from the controls was measured. We measured gait pattern of w^1118^, LRRK^ex1^/*+*, and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies using percent concurrency, swing amplitude, stance amplitude, swing duration, and stance duration. The S3 concurrency percentage, the amount of time when the legs move in a tripod gait, of the LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was significantly lower than control and LRRK^ex1^/*+* flies (23.25 ± 4.11%, 40.81 ± 4.0%, 31.39 ± 2.47%, *P* \< 0.0001, *P* = 0.003; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) whereas LRRK^ex1^/*+* flies did not show any change in S3 concurrency as compared to the controls (*P* = 0.12). Further, the percent of time the flies moved only one leg (i.e., the S1 concurrency percentage) was higher in the LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ transheterozygous flies as compared to the controls and heterozygous LRRK^ex1^/*+* flies (38.46 ± 3.09%, 24.62 ± 2.31%, 31.28 ± 1.99%, *P* = 0.0004, *P* = 0.058; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) and LRRK^ex1^/*+* flies did not show any difference as compared to the controls in S1 state (*P* = 0.069). The LRRK^ex1^/*park*^25^ flies climbed slowly as compared to the control and LRRK^ex1^/+ flies (12.44 ± 0.60 mm/s, 17.93 ± 0.61 mm/s, *P* \< 0.0001, 17.95 ± 0.63 mm/s, *P* \< 0.0001; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) in the tracks analyzed for gait ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The swing amplitude of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ was lower than that of controls for L2 (1,202.70 ± 41.18 μm, 1,378.0 ± 33.67 μm, *P* = 0.0001; [*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) and R2 legs (1,218.10 ± 41.92 μm, 1,436.67 ± 27.21 μm, *P* \< 0.0001; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) and for all legs of LRRK^ex1^/+ flies (*P* ≤ 0.0001; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The stance amplitude of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was lower for all legs as compared to control and LRRK^ex1^/+ flies (*P* ≤ 0.01; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*D*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The swing duration of prothoracic and mesothoracic legs of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ and LRRK^ex1^/+ flies was lower than controls (*P* ≤ 0.03; [Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*E*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The stance duration for all legs of all genotypes was comparable ([Dataset S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 4*F*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

![Gait quantification in climbing Parkinson's flies. The leg concurrency of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^25^ flies in S1 state was higher (38.45 ± 3.09%) whereas in the S3 state was lower (23.25 ± 4.1%) as compared to the w^1118^ (S1: 24.62 ± 2.30%, *P* = 0.0004; S3: 40.81 ± 4.0%, *P* \< 0.0001) and LRRK^ex1^/+ (S1: 31.28 ± 1.99%, *P* = 0.058; S3: 31.39 ± 2.47%, *P* = 0.003) flies (*A*). The LRRK^ex1^/*park*^25^ flies showed lower climbing speed as compared to the control and LRRK^ex1^/+ flies (12.44 ± 0.60 BLUs per s, 17.93 ± 0.61 BLUs per s, *P* \< 0.0001, 17.95 ± 0.63 BLUs per s, *P* \< 0.0001) in the tracks analyzed for gait (*B*). The swing amplitude of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ was lower for L2 and R2 legs as compared to the controls (*P* = 0.0001, *P* \< 0.0001) and for all 3 pairs of LRRK^ex1^/+ flies (*P* ≤ 0.0001, *C*, S3). The stance amplitude of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was lower for all legs as compared to control and LRRK^ex1^/+ flies (*P* ≤ 0.01, *D*, S3). The swing duration of T1 and T2 leg pairs of LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies was lower than controls (*P* ≤ 0.03, *E*, S3). The stance duration for all legs of all genotypes was similar (*F*). w^1118^: *n* = 37; LRRK^ex1^/+: *n* = 64; LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^: *n* = 44. Figure representation similar to [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}.](pnas.1807456116fig04){#fig04}

The data from the gait analysis of the flies show severe limb movement defects in the flies with deficits in overall locomotion in the body-centric analysis and hence provide further insights into the behavioral factors leading to defective locomotion in LRRK^ex1^/*+* and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies.

Locomotor Parameters in a Proprioceptive Mutant. {#s34}
------------------------------------------------

Finally, we investigated the climbing locomotor defects that result from a homozygous proprioceptory mutation (*Trp-γ*^*1*^) known to exclusively affect fine motor control in *Drosophila* ([@r3]). Previous studies indicate that *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies have fine motor control defects in locomotion but not any gross motor defect. Thus, overall locomotion in *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies is not affected much, but large gap crossing is highly impaired ([@r3]). We hypothesized that fine motor coordination might be important for climbing. Hence, to further understand the role of proprioceptive neurons expressing *Trp-γ* in motor coordination, we studied climbing of *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies in greater depth.

Analysis of climbing behavior of *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies for a total of the first 5 min into the assay showed that, as compared to controls, these flies climbed more tracks (23.78 ± 1.27, 17.53 ± 0.79, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) with a lower average duration of tracks (3.24 ± 0.35 s, 4.04 ± 0.20 s, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) and traveled a longer distance (524.77 ± 34.22 BLUs, 395.97 ± 20.61 BLUs, *P* = 0.001, unpaired *t* test; [Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) with a greater average speed (6.71 ± 0.52 BLUs per s, 5.03 ± 0.21 BLUs per s, *P* = 0.001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Track straightness of *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies was similar to the controls in total 5 min (0.88 ± 0.01, 0.86 ± 0.01, unpaired *t* test; [Fig. 5*E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Time-series analysis also revealed that, compared to controls, *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies consistently climbed a greater number of tracks, had less average track duration, climbed more distance, and had greater speed ([Dataset S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 5 *A*′--*E*′](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}).

![Quantification of various climbing parameters of Trp-γ mutants. In total 5 min, as compared to controls, Trp-γ flies climb (*A*) more number of paths (23.78 ± 1.27, 17.53 ± 0.79, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test), (*B*) for shorter duration (3.24 ± 0.35 s, 4.04 ± 0.20 s, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test), (*C*) more distance (524.77 ± 34.22 BLUs, 395.97 ± 20.61 BLUs, *P* = 0.001, unpaired *t* test), and (*D*) faster (6.71 ± 0.52 BLUs per s, 5.03 ± 0.21 BLUs per s, *P* = 0.001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Per-minute analysis reveal that, with respect to controls, Trp-γ flies consistently show (*A*′) more number of tracks, (*B*′) with lower average track duration, and (*C*′) climbed more distance with (*D*′) greater speed ([Dataset S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). Genotype: Trp-γ:w^−^;;Trp-γ^1^ . w^1118^: *n* \> 18; Trp-γ: *n* \> 15, for both males and females). Open and closed circles represent males and females, respectively. (*A*′--*E*′) Time series analysis of each parameter in *A*--E, respectively. Figure representation similar to [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}.](pnas.1807456116fig05){#fig05}

These results indicate that *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies have higher motility and higher speeds as compared to the controls while climbing. As *Trp-γ* is expressed in femoral chordotonal organs, it is possible that during climbing precise leg position control is impaired. A detailed gait analysis during climbing in *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies would be important to understand the role of *Trp-γ* in climbing further.

GTI: A Measure of Graviception in Flies. {#s35}
----------------------------------------

Flies have an innate tendency to climb against gravity. To measure a fly's response to gravity in our climbing assay, we introduce GTI, a measure of a fly's ability to sense and respond to gravity during locomotion. GTI is defined as the sum total of score of all tracks scored for their direction of motion apropos of gravity divided by the total number of tracks climbed by the fly ([Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). A track is scored −1 if it shows an ascending climb (T~up~), scored +1 if it shows a descending climb (T~Down~), and scored zero if it shows displacement less than 1 BLU in vertical direction (T~zero~, [Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, a negative GTI indicates that the fly is negatively geotactic and a positive GTI represents a positively geotatic fly.

![GTI. (*A*) Schematic for GTI measurement. (*B*) Function for GTI calculation. (*C*) The GTI of all transgenic flies is lower than CS (*P* \< 0.0001 for all genotypes, Kruskal--Wallis test) in the total 5 min ([Dataset S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). (*C*′) Per-minute calculations show GTI of LRRK^ex1^/+, LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ and Trp-γ flies was consistently lower than CS and control flies ([Dataset S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) (w^1118^: *n* \> 18; Trp-γ: *n* \> 15, for both males and females). Figure representation similar to [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}.](pnas.1807456116fig06){#fig06}

The wild-type flies showed a highly negative (−0.93 ± 0.02; [Fig. 6*C*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}) GTI in total 5 min into the assay. Also, per-minute analysis showed that GTI for wild-type flies does not vary with respect to time ([Dataset S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 6*C*′](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). The white-eyed, w^1118^, flies showed less negative GTI as compared to the CS flies in total 5 min (−0.54 ± 0.07, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Fig. 6*C*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}) and the GTI increased in the last minute of the assay ([Dataset S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental) and [Fig. 6*C*′](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). *Trp-γ*^*1*^ flies showed a significant increase in GTI, as compared to controls (−0.21 ± 0.06, −0.43 ± 0.06, *P* = 0.027, Kruskal--Wallis test; [Fig. 6*C*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}) for total 5 min.

Next, we segregated the negatively and positively geotactic tracks within each genotype and compared their data for total 5 min of behavior recorded. In CS flies, negative GTI tracks, as compared to the positive GTI tracks, showed higher number of tracks (17.63 ± 0.27, 1.92 ± 0.47, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with greater track duration (3.45 ± 0.27 s, 1.90 ± 0.41 s, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and covered more distance (351.94 ± 8.09 BLUs, 35.09 ± 7.52 BLUs, *P* \< 0.0001, unpaired *t* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with even lower speed (6.05 ± 0.31 BLUs per s, 14.50 ± 7.67 BLUs per s, *P* = 0.13, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and higher track straightness (0.95 ± 0.01, 0.33 ± 0.08, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test). Similarly, in w^1118^ flies also there were significant differences in climbing behavior for tracks with negative GTI and positive GTI. Negative GTI tracks, as compared to the positive GTI tracks of w^1118^ flies, were greater in number (12.85 ± 0.68, 5.26 ± 0.55, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with greater track duration (4.57 ± 0.24, 2.90 ± 0.16, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and covered more total distance (290.58 ± 18.0, 117.94 ± 14.77, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) with greater track straightness (0.87 ± 0.02, 0.76 ± 0.03, *P* = 0.004, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)). However, in Trp*-γ*^*1*^ flies, negatively geotactic tracks differed from positively geotactic tracks in number of tracks (14.09 ± 0.94, 10.32 ± 0.74, *P* = 0.003, unpaired *t* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) and straightness (0.910 ± 0.01, 0.81 ± 0.03, *P* \< 0.0001, Mann--Whitney *U* test; [Dataset S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1807456116/-/DCSupplemental)) only.

Overall, these data indicate that a differential response of flies to gravity can be quantified by GTI. Moreover, the results suggest that proprioceptory neurons expressing *Trp-γ* could be involved in the graviception response in flies.

Discussion {#s36}
==========

Climbing behavior in flies has been extensively studied for gross locomotor defects. Widely used climbing behavior assays employ mechanical startle as a way to induce locomotion in flies. Although highly effective, physical agitation of flies is an aggressive way to induce locomotion in flies. Physical agitation is liable to incorporate undesirable behavioral phenotypes in a fly's innate climbing response and mask subtle phenotypes. Also, automating the data collection and analysis could help mitigate the inconsistencies of this traditionally manual, labor intensive task. Therefore, we developed an assay to assess climbing ability of flies which hinges upon the fly's innate response to gravity, that is, negative geotaxis, during climbing. An automated behavioral setup along with robust image analysis is particularly useful in high throughput of this assay.

Computational tools for automated analysis of behavior of flies have been developed for over a decade and range from tools for simplistic tracking of flies, similar to one presented here ([@r19]), to more sophisticated machine learning-based behavior annotation tools ([@r23], [@r24]). Some of these tools specific for fly limb tracking have greatly contributed to our understanding of fly locomotion at the level of individual leg control ([@r20], [@r25][@r26]--[@r27]). However, technical challenges of current methods limit our ability to quickly screen through large numbers of freely moving flies over long distances. Our assay, along with being highly cost-effective, mitigates these issues and complements the limb-tracking methods already available in the field for understanding various important factors such as fatigue and GTI. Current techniques to analyze climbing do not pick up these subtle parameters, which could provide crucial insights into the neural mechanisms behind manifestations of different neuromuscular disorders. Using this assay, one can quickly screen through large number of flies for gross locomotor defects and can employ the same apparatus for fine-scale gait analysis to further narrow down potential hits.

Although this assay could provide information on some aspects of the fly's climbing ability in a manner similar to previously used methods, it is important to note that substantially more information can be gained over previously used methods ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). In this study, we describe parameters to characterize details of a fly's climbing behavior ([Fig. 2 *A*--*E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), along with a detailed temporal analysis of these parameters ([Fig. 2 *A*′--*E*′](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Our fine-temporal analysis enables an understanding of climbing dynamics in accordance with the time spent in the arena. Flexibility in image and data analysis software allows further extraction of various previously undescribed, but important, parameters from climbing data.

In addition to studying wild-type flies, we also characterized climbing behavior in various fly mutant lines related to PD, viz. *park*^*25*^ and LRRK^ex1^, and PINK1^RV^, a revertant allele for PINK1 ([@r15]), and controls such as w^1118^, a genotype commonly used for generation of transgenics. Both the *parkin* and PINK1 genes are implicated in PD, and although mutations in *parkin* and PINK1 are known be autosomal-recessive, heterozygous mutations in these genes are thought to enhance the risk for PD early onset ([@r13]). In addition to using the *park*^*25*^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/+ flies to test climbing specifically in heterozygous state, we also studied LRRK^ex1/^*park*^*25*^ transheterozygous flies to explore the possibility of using this assay for studying novel interactors in various neurodegenerative diseases. Comparing LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ with *park*^*25*^/+, LRRK^ex1^/+, and PINK1^RV^, we found that LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies show significantly reduced mobility within a minute, replicating aspects of the clinically observable bradykinesia phenotype in PD patients. Furthermore, the gait analysis of LRRK^ex1^/+ and LRRK^ex1^/*park*^*25*^ flies indicated that limb movements in the LRKK--*parkin* transheterozygote flies are severely compromised. A recent study showed defective hind limb movement in other PD mutants in a smaller arena ([@r28]). However, in our study flies show significant defects in all 3 limb pairs which could be due to unconstraint movement in a larger arena. Presence of *park*^25^ mutation in conjunction with LRRK^ex1^ mutation exacerbates the locomotor defects in fly PD model, suggesting putative interactions between autosomal-dominant and -recessive alleles of genes implicated in the juvenile and late-onset PD model. A detailed investigation of this possible genetic interaction could be important for understanding the manifestation of more complicated forms of PD. Taken together, the high parametric resolution analysis of climbing behavior presented here helps in dissecting the possible locomotor defects of these fly mutants.

We also characterized a fly proprioceptive mutant, *Trp-γ*^*1*^, for gravitaxis impairment. *Trp-γ*, a TRPC channel ([@r29]), is known to be expressed in thoracic bristles and femoral chordotonal organs and *Trp-γ*^*1*^ mutants show only fine motor control defects ([@r3]). Interestingly, these flies manifested numerous descending tracks along with the ascending tracks, which was not attributed to less overall movement of these flies. This prompted us to investigate the geotactic ability of these mutants. To do so, we introduced the GTI as a way to measure a fly's response to gravity during locomotion. Graviception in flies plays an important role in vertical climbing of flies, and the GTI provides a way to measure and assess the innate geotactic response of the fly. Wild-type *Drosophila* are highly sensitive to gravity and show a strong negative geotactic response to gravity while climbing. Negative geotaxis in *Drosophila* is mediated by *TRPA* genes *pyrexia* and *painless* ([@r30]), but a role of a TRPC channel, *Trp-γ*, in gravity sensing was unknown. We found that the GTI of *Trp-γ*^*1*^ mutant flies was less negative. Data from our study thus indicate a putative role of *Trp-γ* in graviception in *Drosophila* and warrant further studies.

In summary, we present a cost-effective assay for quantifying *Drosophila* climbing behavior at high parametric resolution. This assay differs from traditional climbing behavior assays by exploiting the innate negative geotactic behavior of flies rather than relying on physical agitation. It provides insight into various locomotor parameters which are important for a quantitative characterization of fly climbing. This assay, together with the open source data analysis software, opens up additional routes to extracting parameters relevant to varied experimental questions.
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